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                          Method rapidly verifies that a robot will avoid collisions                        
                                          
                      
                                          
                        Faster and more accurate than some alternatives, this approach could be useful for robots that interact with humans or work in tight spaces.
                        
                      
                                        
                    
                    

                  
                
                

              

          
 
                        
                
                                  
                    The MIT School of Engineering’s mission is to educate the next generation of engineering leaders, to create new knowledge, and to serve society.
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                                    Pushing material boundaries for better electronics

                                    Undergrads, take note: The lessons you learn in those intro classes could be the key to making your next big discovery. At least, that’s ...
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                                    Optimizing nuclear fuels for next-generation reactors

                                    In 2010, when Ericmoore Jossou was attending college in northern Nigeria, the lights would flicker in and out all day, sometimes lasting ...

                                  

                                      
                                

                              

                            
                                                              
                                      
                      
                        	MIT researchers discover “neutronic molecules” 
	A new computational technique could make it easier to engineer useful proteins
	Characterizing social networks 
	Designing solutions to ensure equity in health care
	A first-ever complete map for elastic strain engineering
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                                                Thriving Stars at MIT EECS

                                                                    The Thriving Stars program in MIT’s Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science is on a mission to improve gender representation in electrical engineering and computer science.
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                                      Unlocking mRNA’s cancer-fighting potential
                                    

                                    
                                      What if training your immune system to attack cancer cells was as easy as training it to fight Covid-19? Many people believe the technology behind some Covid-19 vaccines, messenger RNA, holds great promise for stimulating immune responses to cancer.                                    
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                                      Device could jumpstart work toward quantum internet
                                    

                                    
                                      In research that could jumpstart work toward the quantum internet, researchers at MIT and the University of Cambridge have built and tested an exquisitely small device that could allow the quick, efficient flow of quantum information over large distances.                                    
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                                      Safer skies with self-flying helicopters
                                    

                                    
                                      In late 2019, after years of studying aviation and aerospace engineering, Hector (Haofeng) Xu decided to learn to fly helicopters. At the time, he was pursuing his PhD in MIT’s Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, so he was familiar with the risks associated with flying small aircraft. But something about being in the cockpit gave […]                                    
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                                      The future of motorcycles could be hydrogen
                                    

                                    
                                      MIT’s Electric Vehicle Team, which has a long record of building and racing innovative electric vehicles, including cars and motorcycles, in international professional-level competitions, is trying something very different this year: The team is building a hydrogen-powered electric motorcycle, using a fuel cell system, as a testbed for new hydrogen-based transportation.                                    
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                                      How to be an astronaut
                                    

                                    
                                      The first question a student asked Warren “Woody” Hoburg ’08 during his visit to MIT’s Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AeroAstro) this November was: “It seems like there’s no real way to know if being an astronaut is something you could really do. Are there any activities we can try out and see if astronaut-related […]                                    
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                                                      SUBSCRIBE

                                                                                    Sign up for our monthly newsletter and get School of Engineering updates in your inbox.

                                                                                  SIGN UP 
                                              

                                            
                                                      SUPPORT

                                                                                    Learn how you can support the School of Engineering, our programs, and our students.

                                                                                  SUPPORT 
                                              

                                  

            

          

                
          
              
                                  
                      
                        90%of students do online psets
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                        130,000sq ft of maker spaces (with more to come)

                      

                    

                                        
                      
                        30,000active alumni-based companies
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